
Reveal Compatibility Guide
Planter Important Notes Reveal Row Cleaner Mounting Interface Required

Make Model Size Width Description, Notes, and Additional Restrictions Direct Mount Style Parellel Arm Style* Setback

JD 1770NT Front Fold
1775NT Front Fold 12-16 20"-30"

12 row planters may need to modify one row on the left 
wing if using the 757059, or order a parellel arm style 

mount for that row

757059
(All rows)

JD 1770NT Front Fold
1775NT Front Fold 24 30"

757059 (Rows 1-7,10, 11, 14, 15,18-
24)

757071 (Rows 8,9,16,17) 

JD wide (757053) or narrow (757050)
on rows 12 & 13

JD DB 20"-30"

Chain drive planters will require jumper chain and 
auxiliary hex shaft on rows using setbacks.  Long parallel 

arms could be switched to short arms on rows that 
require set back.

DB 66 22" planters will require modifications to the 
current setback on 2 of the middle rows.

757059- all rows that don't have 
obstructions on toolbar, or tire 

clearance issues

JD wide (757053) or narrow (757050)
As required where 757059 won't fit

10" Setback (757063) - 
where required for tire 

clearance

JD 1760
1765 8 JD wide (757053) or narrow (757050) 

(All rows)

JD 1760
1765 12 JD wide (757053) or narrow (757050) 

(All rows)

JD 1790
1795 20" 15/30" 1790/1795 planters not compatible with Reveal JD wide (757053) or narrow (757050) 

(All rows)

10" Setback (757063) - Rows 
behind center tires need 

setback
If the planter bar is smaller than 
a 7x7 setbacks will be needed 

behind all tires

JD 1720
1725 30"-38" Not compatible with CCS planters. Chain drive planters 

will require jumper chain and auxiliary hex shaft.  
JD wide (757053) or narrow (757050) 

(All other rows)

10" Setback (757063) - 
rows behind the 3 point, and 

inner most row on the wing fold 
to clear safety lights when 

folding JD 7200
1770 Conservation 12 30" Not compatible with ground drive (hydraulic drive OK)

JD 7200
1770 Conservation 16 30" Not compatible with ground drive (hydraulic drive OK) 757059- Rows 1-7 and 10-16 JD Wide (757053)- Rows 8 and 9

KZ 2600, 3600, 3660 All 30"
Pusher rows not compatible.  Chain drive planters will 

require individual jumper chains and auxiliary hex shafts 
on each of the center rows using a setback.

KZ/PP (757056)- all except center 6 rows

6.25" (757061)- Center 6 Rows
If planter bar is smaller than a 

7x7 a 10" (757063) will be 
needed

KZ 3700 All 15" - 30"
Chain drive planters will require individual jumper chains 
and auxiliary hex shafts on each of the center rows using 

a setback. 

757059- all rows that don't have 
obstructions on toolbar, or tire 

clearance issues

KZ/PP (757056)- rows where direct 
mount cant be used

10" Setback (757063) - 
where required for tire 

clearance

KZ 3800 24 30"
Chain drive planters will require individual jumper chains 
and auxiliary hex shafts on each of the center rows using 

a setback.
KZ (757056)- 1-8 and 17-24 6.25" (757061)- Rows 9-16

KZ 4900
4905 All 30"

757059- all rows that don't have 
obstructions on toolbar, or tire 

clearance issues

KZ 4000 (757082)- rows that don't use U-
Bolts to attach w-plate (where direct 

mount cant be used)

White 9800 All 30" 757059- all rows that don't have 
obstructions on toolbar

KZ/PP (757056)- rows where direct 
mount cant be used

Harvest Not compatible with "narrow" version of Harvest row unit
757059- all rows on 7x7 bar that don't 

have tire/frame clearance issues or 
obstructions on toolbar

JD Narrow (757050)+Harvest GFX Bracket
-Where 757059 won't work**

10" Setback (757063) or 6.25" 
(757061) - Where required for 

tire clearance

* Wide = Parallel arms inside the w plate, Narrow = Parallel arms outside w plate
** For example, there are multiple Harvest planters with 3"x7" toolbar sections


